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Construction has just begun on the
OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES LIBRARY, an academic and
social center for the school community, and central
component of the Phillips Academy experience for
nearly ninety years. Befitting a leader in educational
innovation, the Academy’s renovated Library will
respond to changing demands in both information
access and modes of learning, research, and
collaboration. Integrating the original 1929 building
with its 1987 addition, ABA’s design for this 50,000 sf
Library preserves historic features, repurposes support
areas, and adapts treasured community spaces to serve
Original 1929 Library
new needs. The core of the original building—five
levels of book stacks—is cleared to create new opportunities for student collaboration and learning,
while the general print collections are distributed around the building, ensuring that books have a
strong presence throughout the Library. These and changes elsewhere make possible a 50% increase in
student seating.
Throughout the Library, spaces are designed with flexibility in mind and to accommodate innovation.
A gallery is transformed to provide an adaptable setting for the Tang Institute, an incubator for global
learning methods. A new 6,000 sf makerspace responds to student demand for a creative setting with a
woodshop, robotics lab, café, and multi-screen interactive digital wall. Archival and map collections are
gathered and stored in new climate-controlled vaults. With a new exhibition and work center adjacent
to the building’s main reception area, these collections have a new and prominent place in the Library.
The beloved Garver Room in the 1929 building is preserved and enhanced for quiet study, while other
historic spaces are respectfully adapted for new uses.
The result is a building with a wide diversity of places that can accommodate changing learning
and teaching modes, all accomplished without expanding the building’s footprint. Physical space is
repurposed to best serve both individual and shared study, and to provide a setting for the Academy’s
forward-thinking inter-departmental initiatives. The Oliver Wendell Holmes Library will reopen at the
start of the 2019 school year.
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The Library entry is expanded, opened for direct connection to a new Help Desk, Special Collections Center, and classrooms.
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A second floor gallery is repurposed as a collaborative hub for the Tang Institute Innovation Center.
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The historic Garver Room is preserved for quiet study, with its original finishes and light fixtures reconditioned and enhanced.

A café and visualization wall are connected to the new makerspace, creating a new campus gathering place.

New flexible classrooms are located in the center of the building in the location of the former book stacks.

The historic Freeman Room is upgraded with new lighting, AV, and furnishings to serve as both a study space and student forum.
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HISTORIC SPACES
PRESERVED

These spaces are
upgraded with audiovisual technology, and
new HVAC and lighting
are carefully integrated
with historic fabric.

NEW CENTRAL
LEARNING CORE
CREATED

The original book stack
core is removed, and
replaced with spaces
that support changing
academic program and
group study.

1929 BUILDING
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WELCOME AND RECEPTION
ENHANCED

The renovated East entry
opens directly into an
enlarged Lobby, brightened
and rearranged with views
out to the campus and
direct access to library
staff.

INNOVATION
EMPHASIZED

A new makerspace,
outfitted with movable
equipment and
infrastructure will serve
changing needs and
support innovation.

1987 ADDITION
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